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SinoLink Deutschland (Am Wald 16, 01454 Radeberg, Germany; hereinafter referred to as SinoLink) provides you with a broad and interesting
offer of information on this website. However, we ask you to pay attention to the following legal notices regarding the contents of this website.
The information given on this website is subject to both exclusion of liability and a copyright annotation.

Liability for contents
Although great care has been taken in the compilation of this website, SinoLink takes no responsibility for the correctness, completeness and
topicality of the contents. However, we are responsible for our own contents on this website in accordance with prevailing laws.
We explicitly point out that SinoLinkis neither obligated to monitor alien information that has been transmitted or stored, nor to investigate
circumstances that indicate illegal action. Obligations to remove or block the use of information in accordance with prevailing laws remain
unaffected. However, liability may be assumed only from the time when SinoLinkis notified about a concrete infringement. We will immediately
remove the corresponding contents as soon as we are notified about infringements.

Liability for links
SinoLink is responsible for its "own content", which is made available for use in accordance with prevailing laws. This own content is to be
differentiated from links to other content provided on third-party websites. By providing these links SinoLink offers "alien content" for use that is
marked in this way.
Links are always references to "living" (dynamic) internet sites. In the course of providing a link to alien content for the first time on our website,
SinoLink checked this alien content to make sure it meets the terms and conditions of civil or criminal legislation. However, we do not constantly
check for alterations in the contents referred to by links on our website that could provide new grounds for liability. If we ascertain or have been
advised that a concrete offering to which we have made a link available involves an infringement of civil or criminal legislation, we will remove
the reference to this offering.

Copyright and other trademark rights
The content and works on these sites, which have been created by the website operator, are subject to German copyright law. The material
contained on this website may only be published, stored and passed on with the express permission of SinoLink. When using this website,
attention must be paid to industrial property rights of SinoLink Deutschland Am Wald 16, 01454 Radeberg, Germany and its associated
undertakings. This applies particularly to company and product descriptions, registered trademarks, trademarks etc. and to their arrangement on
the website. Copying, distributing, displaying, passing on and any other use of the material and content of this website is strictly forbidden unless
otherwise stated by SinoLink in writing. SinoLink always endeavors not to infringe the copyrights of others and tries to use works created by
itself and public domain works only. Third-party contributions are marked as such. Copying, editing, distributing and any form of utilization not
covered by copyright are forbidden unless otherwise stated by the author or originator in writing. Downloading and copying of this site is allowed
for private, non-commercial use only.


